THEOREM B. There is a 12-manifold W and an embedded sphere 2 8 <= int W having no normal cell bundle.
The idea of the proof is this. Theorem A of (l) states that 2 7 <=• S 11 has two normal cell bundles, £ 0 and ^ which are not /-cobordant, and both are trivial bundles. Use trivializations of these bundles to attach two 8-handles to S 11 x / , one on S 11 x 0 and one on S 11 x 1. The resulting 12-manifold is W; the cores of the handles and E 7 x / form S 8 . It is shown that if S 8 has a normal cell bundle in W, it has one which agrees with the natural normal cell bundles over the cores of the handles. Such a bundle, restricted to S 7 x /, is an /-cobordism between £ 0 and £ 1; contradicting Theorem A.
The manifold W. Let M be an m + k manifold and 5> <= M an m-sphere having two trivial normal cell bundles £ t (i = 0,l). Let the total space of g t -be E i <= W. Choose trivializations The converse is trivial. The proof occupies the next section. Submanifolds with knobs on. Let V be a manifold and P a submanifold of dimension p and codimension k. Let A <= P be a p-cel\. A knob on (V,P,A) is an embedding f:AxI k^ V such that: (1) f(a, 0) = a for all at A, and (2) / -i p <= A. Two knobs / and g on (V, P, A) are compactly isotopic if there is a compact isotopy of V fixed on P, taking/into g. (An isotopy is compact if it is fixed outside some compact set.)
PROPOSITION. If dV = <j>, any two knobs on (V, P, A) are compactly isotopic. Proof. We proceed by induction onp, assuming the theorem for triples (V',P', A') if dimension P' = p -1.
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Let / 0 and f x : Axl k ->• V be knobs. According to Theorem 2 of Hudson and Zeeman( (2)), there isacompact isotopy of F, fixed on P,taking/ 0 (.4 x /*) onto f^A x I k ). Therefore we assume that these two cells are identical. In a moment we shall prove:
(*) A homeomorphism of I n which is fixed on I k is isotopic to 1 rel/ fc . Assuming (*), there is an isotopy of A x I k onto itself taking /" into/^ fixed on A. Using a collar neighbourhood of (d(A xI k ),8A) in (V -int(A xI k ),P -intA), such an isotopy can be extended to a compact isotopy of V which is fixed on P. Therefore the Proposition follows from (*).
To prove (*), let h:I n -> / " b e a homeomorphism leaving I k fixed. The Alexander radializing process gives an isotopy of l n which takes h to the cone on H, and which is fixed on S 71 " 1 = 8I n , and also on /*. (The cone on h is the map agreeing with h on E 71 " 1 which maps each radial segment linearly onto a radial segment.) Therefore (*) follows from:
(**) Let g: S 71 -1 -> S 71 " 1 be a homeomorphism leaving S fc-1 fixed. Then g is isotopic to
To prove (**), let B a denote the northern hemisphere of 2X Observe that g\B n~x is essentially a knob on (S 71 " 1 , S*" 1 , B k~1 ). By the induction hypothesis of the Proposition, we assume that grl-B 71 " 1 = 1. Let C q be the southern hemisphere of 2X It remains to prove that g\G n~1 is isotopic to the identity rel C k~1 u 8C n~1 . But this follows by radializing. Thus (**) is proved, and the inductive proof of the Proposition is completed.
Proof of Theorem C. Let "L m , W, £ 1; etc., be as in Theorem C. To simplify the notation, identify Suppose that S m + 1 has a normal cell bundle y = (p,E, E m+1 ) in W. Now E m+1 <= int W, and 8W has a collar neighbourhood in W; therefore we may assume E <= int W. A trivialization of y\D t may be thought of as a knob on (int W, E m+1 , Z) i ) and similarly for fi^ By the Proposition there is an isotopy of int W leaving S m + 1 fixed, carrying fibres of y \D 0 onto fibres of fi 0 . Therefore we may assume that y\D 0 = fi 0 . Let U c: int W be an open set such that D 1 xl k <= JJ c W -(D 0 x I k ). Apply the Proposition to the two knobs on (U, S m + 1 n U, Dj) corresponding to trivializations of y \D 1 and fi v There is a compact isotopy of U taking fibres of y\D 1 onto fibres oifi v and leaving S m + 1 n U fixed. Since the isotopy is compact it extends to an isotopy of W leaving W-U fixed. Therefore we may assume that y\D t = /^ for i = 0 and i = 1.
The bundle y |2 m x / is an 7-cobordism between v 0 and T/ X provided its total space E' is contained in S m x / . But this is easy to arrange by shrinking E', keeping fibres over S o and Sj fixed. (Use the triviality of y over S m x I.) Theorem C is proved.
Proof of Theorem B. Theorem B now follows from Theorems A and C.
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